Abstract. We consider the Navier-Stokes equations of a viscous incompressible fluid, and we want to see to what extent these solutions can be determined by a discrete set of nodal values of these solutions. The results presented here are exact results and not approximate ones: we show, in several cases, that the solutions are entirely determined by their values on a discrete set, provided this set contains enough points and these points are sufficiently densely distributed (in a sense described in the article). Two typical results are the following ones: two stationary solutions coincide if they coincide on a set sufficiently dense but finite; similarly if the large time behavior of the solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations is known on an appropriate discrete set, then the large time behavior of the solution itself is totally determined.
1. Introduction. In this paper we are interested in some questions related to the determination of the "large time" behavior of a fluid. This question arises naturally in the computation of nonlaminar flows; a flow is nonlaminar in many usual situations, as this happens when the viscosity is small (for given forces) or when the driving forces are sufficiently strong (for a given fluid). For such flows it is wellknown that, even if the driving forces are independent of time, the flow which actually occurs is time-dependent. After a transient period some "permanent regime" takes place and the understanding of this regime is directly related to a better understanding of the behavior for / -» oo of the corresponding solution of the Navier-Stokes equations (N.S.E), and of the functional invariant set (attractor) which represents it. Some theoretical aspects of this problem have been investigated elsewhere by the authors (alone or in collaboration with others, see for instance references [3] to [6] and [13] ) and a very short description of some relevant results is given in subsection 3.2 below.* From the computational point of view the determination of the permanent regime of a nonlaminar flow is certainly not at hand but, however, with the improvement of the computational power of the computers, the preliminary approaches to this question are not out of sight. At our present level of understanding of the question it will be necessary to integrate the N.S.E. on a large interval of time and then average the solution in some sense. The question which we address here is a very preliminary and very basic one in this direction. Namely, if we know the behavior of the velocity vectors u(x, t) for all time (or for large times), on a set of points i, what information can we deduce for the large time behavior of the flow. The answer that we obtain is very precise, and is rigorous: if the set of points S is sufficiently dense (but still finite), then the large time behavior of the flow is uniquely determined by the knowledge of u(x, t), for all x e ê and for all time (or for all / sufficiently large). For instance if u(x, t) tends to some limit £x as t -» oo, Vx e ^, then the solution «(•, t) of the N.S.E. tends to a unique stationary solution «"(•), such that ux(x) = £x, Vjc e ê. Similarly, if u(x, t) tends to some time-periodic functionpx(t) as t -» oo (px(t + T) = px(t)), Vjc e S, then u(-, t) tends as well to a time-periodic solution 9of the N.S.E., which is such that <p(x, t + T) = <p(x, t) Vx and <p(x, t) = /7x(i)> These results are probably too precise ones for practical computations as it is likely that, in many cases, the number of points that «í'must contain (and which will be estimated elsewhere) is very large. However it is our feeling (or at least our hope) that beside these results, which assert that the large time behavior of a flow is entirely and exactly determined by the value of the velocity vector at a very large number of points, there is room for results allowing for the determination of such a flow up to some reasonable accuracy, given the value of the velocity vector on a less rich set of points. This is an open question in computational mathematics which is raised by his work.
The rest of the introduction contains the notations and a short review of known results.
1.1. The Navier-Stokes Equations. Let ß be an open bounded set of R" with a sufficiently smooth boundary T; the space dimension n will be equal to 2 or 3. If we assume that the domain ß is filled with a viscous incompressible fluid, then the motion of the fluid is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations (N.S.E.),
Here (0, T) is the interval of time during which the flow is studied, h = (m,,. .. ,m") is the velocity vector, p is the pressure (h, p are unknown), / represents given volumic forces, and v > 0 given is the kinematic viscosity.
If, for instance, the boundary T is materialized and is at rest, then the velocity vector satisfies the nonslip boundary condition constitute an initial value problem for the Navier-Stokes equations. The problem of stationary solutions for the Navier-Stokes equations is the research of solutions of (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) which are time-independent, u(x, t) = u(x), p(x, t) = p(x), Vr, in which case (1.1) becomes more simply (1.1') -i-A« +(u • v)w + vp =f inß, the forces/also being time-independent, f(x, t) = f(x), V?.
Sometimes it is interesting to consider a situation which has less physical meaning but is slightly simpler from the mathematical point of view: this situation is that in which ß = Q = (0, L)" is a cube in R", and the boundary condition (1.3) is replaced by the space periodicity, i.e. for instance, when n = 2, lu(x1,L,t) = u(xl,0,t) Vjc,,0 < jc, < L, \u(0, x2, t) = u(L, x2, t) Vx2,0<jc2<¿.
1.2. Nodal Values. We are given a set of points in ß, jc1,. ..,xN. These points can be, for example, the nodal points for a finite element method or a collocation method for the Navier-Stokes equations; we denote by SN this set of points (1.6) SN={x\...,xN).
We want to " measure" the density of this set in fi. For that purpose we associate to every point jc of ß its distance to $N, i.e. the distance of x to the closest point in SN:
and we set
The supremum is finite (and attained in ß), the function dN(x) being obviously continuous. Saying that dN < e (e > 0 fixed) amounts to saying that, for every point jc of ß, there exists at least one point of SN in the ball centered at jc and of radius e. Hence dN gives an indication of the density of the set <oN in ß. The values of dN can be quite different for two sets iN, ê'N with the same number of points if, for instance, the points are uniformly distributed in one case and cluster in a small subregion of ß in the other case. Section 2 is devoted to stationary solutions. Since the problem (1.1'), (1.2), (1.3) (or (1.1'), (1.2), (1.5)) is nonlinear, this problem may possess several solutions. We show that if two such solutions u, v coincide on the set SN and if dN is sufficiently small, then they are equal. Another result is the following one: let h(jc, t) be the solution of (1.1)-(1.4) (or (1.1), (1.2), (1.4), (1.5)), and assume that dN is sufficiently small and that, for every jc7 e SN, u{xj, t) converges to some limit £7 as t -» oo, (1.9) u(xj, *)-»# as/-oo,y = 1,...,/V.
Then there exists a unique stationary solution ux to the Navier-Stokes equations such that ux(xJ) = f and, as / -» oo, (1.10) u(-,t)^uj-)
for different norms, including the norm of uniform convergence. Section 3 concerns the behavior for t -» oo of the solutions of the evolution problem in a more general context: we show essentially that if dN is sufficiently small, then the behavior of u(x, t) as / -» oo is entirely determined by the behavior Let L2(ß) denote the space of square-integrable functions on ß, which is a Hubert space for the scalar product and the norm
We denote by L2(ß)" the space of L2 vector functions on ß, and we use the same notation (•,•), | • |, for the scalar product and the norm in L2(ß)". We consider the following subspace of L2(ß)" (cf.
[13]):
where v = (j>,,...,vn) is the unit outward normal on T; // is a Hubert space. We consider also
where Hm(ti) is the Sobolev space of order m (cf. R. A. Adams [1] , J. L. Lions and E. Magenes [12] ) and //¿(ß) is the subspace of Hl(Q) consisting of the functions which vanish on T.
The weak formulation of problem (1.1)-(1.4) is (cf.
[13]): Given «"£// and / e L2(0, T; H), find u e L2(0, T; V) n L°°(0, T; H), such that The problem of stationary solutions is as follows:
Given/ e H, find u e V, such that
In the case of strong solutions (the only case which we will consider), the equations (1.16) and (1.18) can alternatively be written as follows:
for (1.16), and Further properties will be recalled when needed. The case of the boundary condition (1.5) is formulated in the same manner, provided we modify accordingly the definition of H, V, D(A), A, B; see [14] for the details.
We recall that the problem (1.16), (1.17) always has a solution (weak solution to the N.S.E.); the existence of a unique solution to (1.19) (strong solution to the N.S.E.) is known only when the space dimension is n = 2. The stationary problem (1.20) always has a solution; this solution is unique if the ratio \f\/v2 is sufficiently small, i.e. is less than a constant which depends only on ß; see [10] , [11] , [13] for the proofs and further details.
2. Stationary Solutions. As we just mentioned, if the ratio \f\/v2 is smaller than some constant that depends only on ß, then there exists a unique stationary solution to the Navier-Stokes equation (1.20) (/given in //, see for instance [13] ). When this ratio is larger, Eq. (1.20) may have several solutions. Our first result concerning the stationary solutions shows that, when nonuniqueness occurs, the stationary solutions depend only on a finite number of parameters. For the L2-norms ofw and Vw we also have
Proof. We know that for n < 3, the Sobolev space i/2(ß) is continuously imbedded in the space #1/2(ß) of functions which are Holder continuous on ß with exponent 1/2 (see [1] , [12] ). Now D(A) is a subspace of i/2(ß)", and we know (see [13] ) that \Au\ is a norm on D(A) which is equivalent to the norm of /72(ß)". Hence there exists a constant c which only depends on ß and such that (2.10) |w(jc) -H>(.y)|«c|jc --y|1/2Mw| Vjc,y e ß, Vw e D(A).
For every xeû, there exists xj e SN such that |jc -jcy| < dN and therefore \w(x)\ < \w(xJ)\ + c\x -xJ\1/2\Aw\; (2.6) follows. In order to obtain (2.8) we just write \w(x)\2 ^2t}\w\2 + 2c¡dN\Aw\
and, by integration on ß, (2.8) is proved. For (2.9) we use an interpolation inequality (cf. for instance [12] ): Since //^(ß) is continuously imbedded in L6(ß) [1] , [12] , this last expression is bounded by c"(ß)||(p|| \A\p\, and the desired inequality is proved. D We now give the Proof of Theorem 2. ¿^[Jc^)^^, and the theorem is proved. D We have recalled that if the ratio \f\/v2 is less than some constant which depends only on ß, then there exists a unique stationary solution to the N.S.E. It is also shown in [14] that, in this case, the solution to the time-dependent problem tends, as t -* 00, to the unique stationary solution. The next result shows that this conclusion can be deduced from discrete observations. We restrict ourselves to the two-dimensional N.S.E. since this is the only case where the existence of strong solutions (i.e. solutions of (1.19)) has been proved; see however Remark 2.1.
It is known that, when n = 2, the solution u(-) of (1.19) is defined for all / > 0, [10], [11] , [13] . Furthermore (cf. [4] , [7] ), for/given in L°°(0, oo; H), the solution u remains bounded uniformly for / :> 0 in the J^-norm, by u the solution of (1.19) for t :> 0 (i.e. T = + oo).
We assume also that we are given a set Sn such that (2.21) dN < a4, a4 some constant depending only on j>, ß, and the norm of f in L°°(0, oo; H) and furthermore that, for every j = 1,..., yV, Proof, (i) The first step of the proof is the derivation of an energy-type inequality. We consider two times /, /', 0 < / < /'; we write /' = / + s, and we set v(t) = u(t + s), g(t) = /(/ + s). We can then write the equation ( 
2.23) %(t) + vAv(t) + Bv(t) = g(t),
which is nothing else than (1.19) at time t' = t + s. We set w = u -v and by subtracting (2.23) from (1.19) we obtain (2.24) -^ + rAw + B(u,w) + B(w,v)=f-g, the variable / being now omitted. We take the scalar product of (2.24) with Aw; since We take into account (2.19), and we observe that the same bound is valid for v(t) = u(t + s),s > 0. Therefore (2.24) \ ||M|2 + v(\ -8)\Aw\2 < l^L + 2c6cx3\\w\\ \Aw\.
We apply (2.9) to w(t), and we set for simplicity Denoting by h = h(t) the right-hand side of (2.26), this inequality becomes (2.30) ||M|2 + v\Aw\2 < h.
(ii) We are going to infer from (2.30) that u(t) is a Cauchy sequence as / -» oo. First recall that since the injection of //2(ß) into Hl(Q) is continuous, there exists a constant c7 which depends only on ß such that (2.31) ||<p|| < cMv\ V<pEZ>(¿).
Actually, the best constant in (2.31) is X'x1/2, where Xx is the first eigenvalue of A'1 (see, for instance, [13]); therefore (2.32) ftM2 + vX^wf < h.
Going back to the definition of/, g and tj, we have Since e > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily small, we conclude that this upper limit is 0, the sequence u(t) is a Cauchy one in V as / -» oo ; the limit is denoted ux.
(iii) Because of (2.19) the family «(/) is bounded in D(A) (i.e. in H2(ü)") as / -» oo. Since ( [1] , [12] ) Z/7/4(ß) is continuously imbedded in ^(ß) and the injection of //2(ß) into H1/4(ü) is compact, the family u(t) is relatively compact in #(ß)n; since u(t) converges in V to ux, as / -» oo, the convergence is also uniform. It follows by (2.22) that (2.37) UJxJ) = tJ, j-l,...,N.
Passing to the limit as / -» oo in (1.19), one can show in a straightforward manner that uoe satisfies (1.20) (with/replaced by fx). We choose a2 > ax, <xx given by (2.4) where |/| is replaced by \foe\. Then by Theorem 2.1, there exists a unique solution uoe of vAux + Bux = fx, ux^D(A), which satisfies (2.37).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Remark 2.1. If we assume more regularity on/, and a convergence of/(/) to fx, stronger than (2.20), one can show that, as / -> oo, u(t) converges to uoe in other norms (H3,H4,...) .
Remark 2.2. This result remains valid if the space dimension is n = 3, provided we assume that the solution of (1.19) exists for all / > 0 and remains uniformly bounded in the //^norm. In this case it follows from [7] , [8] S.E. We describe in subsection 3.1 our results concerning the behavior, for / -» oo, of the solutions to the N.S.E. In subsection 3.2 we recall some theoretical connected results on the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to the N.S.E., and we describe how they relate to physical problems and to the results established here.
3.1. The Main Result. We state the main result of this section. We assume that n = 2, and that we are given two forces/, g in L°°(0, oo; H) such
We denote by u the solution of (1.19) and by v the solution to the similar problem We are also given a set SN as described in the introduction.
Theorem 3.1. The assumptions are those above. We assume also that, as t -* oo,
Then there exists a constant <x6 which depends only on v, ß, and the norms in L°°(0, oo ; H) of fand g such that if For an arbitrary 8 > 0 we write, as in Theorem 2.2, \f-g\\Aw\<Ôv\Aw\2+l-£=^-.
Also, using inequality (2. By assumption A(/)->0as/-»oo. We then infer from (3.9), exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, that as / -» oo (3.11) lM0ll-ll«(0-»(Oil-o.
In order to prove that u(-, t) -v(-, t) converges uniformly in ß, we observe as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, that u(-, t) -v(-, t) remains bounded in //2(ß)" and therefore remains in a relatively compact set of ^(ß)". This observation, together with (3.11), proves the uniform convergence to 0 of u(-, t) -v(-, t).
The theorem is thus proved with a6 any number strictly less than (v/c^c^)4. D Remark 3.1. (i) We can obtain more information on the convergence of u -v to 0, if we assume more regularity on/and g and if /(/) -g(t) converges to 0 as / -> oo in a stronger sense.
(ii) The theorem can be extended to space dimension 3, provided we assume that u and v are defined for all / :> 0 and their norms in V are uniformly bounded for / J£ 0.
3.2. Behavior for t -» oo. We recall here a few facts on the large time behavior of the solutions to the Navier-Stokes equations.
For simplicity we assume that / is independent of time, /(/) = / e H. When the ratio \f\/v2 is small, the solution «(/) of (1.19) converges, as / -> oo, to the unique stationary solution of N.S.E. When this ratio is large, the behavior of «(/) for / -» oo is more complicated. The determination of this behavior is, however, a problem of significant practical interest: while the forces are time independent, there is after a transient period a kind of "permanent" regime which is observed, and the computation of this "permanent" regime is a problem of interest.
The following has been proved in C. Foias and R. Temam [5] .**
We assume that n = 2, and / e H is independent of time. Then there exists a functional invariant /_ 1?x set X c V, such that, as / -> oo, the solution u(-) of (1.19) converges to X (i.e.. the distance in V of u(t) to X tends to 0). The set X has a finite Hausdorff dimension.
The definition of a functional invariant set is the following one: let S(t) be the mapping from F into itself which associates to every u(0) e V, the value u(t) at time / of the solution of (1.19); X c F is a functional invariant set if S(t)X = X, V/ > 0. This implies, in particular, that if «(0) e X, then u(t) belongs to X for all time. This set X can be an attracting set; in the simplest cases it reduces to a stationary solution {«oe}. It could also be the trajectory (in V) of a time-periodic solution, or it could be a more complicated attracting set. The fact that X has a finite dimension (in the sense of the Hausdorff measure) can be related to the fact that the asymptotic behavior is entirely determined by the nodal values on the set SN (provided (3.2) is satisfied). We conjecture that, as in the case of the stationary states, the nodal values uniquely determine the elements of the attractor. The present results can also be compared to the fact proved in [4] , [6] , [3] that the asymptotic behavior is entirely determined by that of a finite number of the so-called determining modes; cf. [3] .
4. Time-Periodic Solutions. We are now interested in time-periodic solutions. We assume that n = 2. We are given a function y from R into H which is periodic of period T, In some cases (cf. G. Iooss [9] ), if the force / converges to a time-periodic limit as / -» oo, then the solution u of (1.19) may converge to a time-periodic solution of the N.S.E. We want to show how this can be detected by discrete observations of m on a set«V We assume that/ £ L°°(0, oo; H) and that, as / -> oo,
where y is a function from R into H which satisfies (4.1), (4.2) for some T > 0.
Theorem 4.1. We assume that n = 2 and that (4.4) holds. We assume that
where ag is a constant determined below which depends only on v, ñ, and the norm of f in Lx(0, oo ; H). Furthermore we assume that, as t -> oo, and for j = l,...,N, Because of (2.19), since |^4m(/)| is uniformly bounded for / > /0, the function qp is actually (essentially) bounded from R into D(A) («p|[0T] E L°°(0, F; D(A))).
(ii) We reinterpret (1.19) in terms of um: (4.13) ±AlL + MMw(t) + 5t<m(T) = f{to + t)> o < t < r.
It is straightforward to pass to the limit in (4.13) and to conclude that <p satisfies (4.3) on (0,7) and therefore on R. The properties (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) are then established.
There remain three points to prove in order to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1: -the convergence of u(t) -tp(/) to 0 in the uniform convergence norm; but u(t) -<p(t) remains in a bounded set of D(A) as / -» oo and, as observed before, this means that u(t) -<p(/) remains in a relatively compact set of #(ß)"; since it converges to 0 for the L2-norm it must also converge to 0 uniformly.
-the fact that <p(xJ, t) = pJ(t), which is now a mere consequence of (4.6) and the uniform convergence of u(■, t) to <p( •, /).
-the fact that there is a unique solution of (4.1)-(4.3) which satisfies (4.8).
If <px is another one and w = <p -<px, then an equahty similar to (2.2) holds: Remark 4.1. For a similar result involving the determining modes see [4] , [6] .
